
□ Mr. □ Miss

STAGE NAME ADDRESS

LEGAL NAME PHONE

EMAIL BIRTHDATE

LIST ANY PAGEANT

  SPONSORS YOU

 WISH TO CREDIT

Music Track Time Limit: 4 minutes Initial here to acknowledge If props are used, please describe:

Background lighting requests or other notes:

Name of assistant if used (one (1) is allowed but must pay 

 admission-allowed backstage after talent is complete):

My talent performance has a music track ( 4 min time limit, 6 w/no set-up.strike ) Mark here if applicable

My talent performance is live and I need a microphone Mark here if applicable

My talent performance is instrumental and needs a microphone Mark here if applicable

My talent performance needs no technical audio support Mark here if applicable

Background lighting requests or other notes:

Names of assistants used (up to two (2) are allowed but must pay admission and are allowed backstage after Creative Presentation) :

If props are being used, please describe:

Description of Formal Wear:

Designed by: Make-up by:

Hair by: Jewelry by:

Name of assistant if used (one (1) is allowed but must pay 

 admission-allowed backstage after talent is complete):

Registration
Deadline:
AUG. 31

CONTESTANT CONTACT INFO:

TALENT PERFORMANCE:

FORMAL WEAR:

Leave blank:

Check your pageant:

2024 BG PRIDE PAGEANT REGISTRATION FORM

DID YOU EMAIL REQUIRED HEADSHOT ON BLACK BACKGROUND TO INFO@BGFUZION.COM? YES      NO

CREATIVE PRESENTATION:



ZODIAC SIGN HOW LONG YOU'VE

BEEN PERFORMING

DESCRIBE YOUR PLATFORM

SHORT BIO ABOUT YOU

I am at least 18 years of age and am voluntarily registering to compete in the 2024  BG Pride Pageant.  I have read and agree to abide
  by all rules, policies & guidelines containted in the 2024 BG Pride Pageant Official Contestant's Handbook.  I undertand the criteria for
  categories, time limits for performances, judging criteria, and ballot tabulating procedures.  I acknowledge the Pageant Itenerary and
  the expectations for my promptness and responsibility for music.  I have paid my registration fee in full by the deadline.  I understand
  that I may have up to two (2) assistants (2 for talent and 1 for presentation & formal wear), but that they must pay admission fees and
  are limited when they are allowed backstage.  I understand that the behavior of any assistants may also reflect on me and affect my
  scores.  I have read and agree to fulfill the Expectations, Responsibilities and Duties of 2024 Mr./Miss BG Pride.  I will represent my title
  with appropriate behavior, participate in BG Pride, and strive to enact my platform.  I will attend the 2025 BG Pride Pageant to crown
  the next winner.  I understand that decisions by the judges and staff of Miss BG Pride are final and that the Pageant Director reserves
  the right to make any decisions concerning issues not covered in the Official 2024 BG Pride Pageant Handbook.  I understand that
  I am expected to behave in a professional manner and treat my fellow contestants with courtesy and support.  I understand that I am
  expected to promote and support the pageant on social media, by word of mouth, etc. with a positive attitude.  I know I am expected to
  generate ticket sales from my supporters to attend the pageant.  I understand that the following behaviors or infractions will result in
  administrative point deductions:  bad actions, missing check-in times, late turning in music or music not properly presented, time
  limit infractions for Creative Presentation and/or Talent Performance, or music contains explicit lyrics.  I understand that the
  following actions will result in disqualification and/or ejection from the premises: music contain racial/ethnic slurs, nudity onstage,
  excessive alcohol consumption, use or distribution of illegal substances, stealing or tampering with another person's property,
  sabotaging another contestant, or other inappropriate behavior.
I hold harmless all entities involved in the 2024 Mr. and Miss BG Pride Pageant including but not limited to Kentucky Fairness Alliance,
  BG Pride, BG FuZion, Xclaim, Inc., the property owners, the Pageant Director, and the pageant staff from any and all incidents and/or
  occurences that arrise or may arrise as a result of my participation or competition in the 2024 Mr. and/or Miss BG Pride Pageant.

SIGNATURE: PRINT NAME: DATE:

CHECK # ORDER # DATE

PAID
payble to Xclaim, Inc.

2024 BG PRIDE PAGEANT REGISTRATION FORM - p2

CONTESTANT PERSONAL INFO TO SHARE DURING FORMAL WEAR CATEGORY AS YOU MODEL:

CONTESTANT AGREES TO THE FOLLOWING:

CASH

PAYMENT:

Leave this 

box blank

YOUR TAG LINE (if you use one) :
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: AUGUST 31


